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Generalization of a theorem of A. and C. Renyi on periodic 
functions 
By W. H. J. FUCHS in Ithaca (N. Y.) and FRED GROSS in Washington (D.C.)*) 
In memory of Alfred and Catherina Renyi 
A. and C. R E N Y I proved [4] 
T h e o r e m A. If f ( z ) is an entire function and p(z) is a polynomial of degree 
« S 3, then f[p(z)] can not be periodic. 
We prove now the following generalization to meromorphic function: 
T h e o r e m . Let f ( z ) be a non-constant meromorphic function and let p(z) be a 
polynomial of degree n. The function 
F(z)=f[p(z)] 
can not be periodic unless n has one of the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. 
Jf n = \, then F(z) can be any periodic, meromorphic function. If n = 2, then 
F(z) is obtained by simple changes of variable from an even periodic function. If n 
then F is an elliptic function and F(z) = g [(z + a)"] for a suitable meromorphic g 
and complex a. 
L e m m a . Let 
p(z) = az" + bzn~v+-- ( v s 2 ) 
be a polynomial of degree n. If \z\ is sufficiently large (|z| > r 0 ) , then the roots C of 
are given by 
where 
*) This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under grant 
numbers GP-13 875, GP 11 767. 
p(Q)=p{z) (M>/-0) 
C = Qkz+0 , (fc= 1,2, . . . ,«) , 
q = e2*'1". 
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P r o o f (Lemma): a simple application of the implicit funct ion theorem to the 
equat ion 
(p(c))~t = e-k(p(z))~ 
1 l 
regarding — and — as the basic variables. 
z C 
P r o o f (Theorem).¡For n = l ;there,is np th jng ,to prove,, Fpr.n. — 2 ^ 6 .have, com-
pleting the square 
f(p(z))=f(az2 + bz + c)=f 
and F(z) is an even function of z + b/2a. . 
Suppose now that n>2 and that F is periodic. By a simple shift of origin in the 
z-plane we may assume 
p(z) = az" + bz"-v+••• ( v s 2 ) . 
By replacing z by yz we may also suppose F(z) = F(z + 1). Choose z quite arbitrari ly 
Fo r a sufficiently large integer m the equation 
pic) -» p(z + m) 
has a solution 
(1) c = £i(z + w ) + ' o ( l ) (m-~°°) . 
Also, if m is sufficiently jarge, \<;+m'\ will be greater than r0 (of the Lemma) for 
every integer m'. ., 
F r o m the properties of F 
(2 ) / • " ( € ) - F(z). 
Again, with q as just defined 
Pit') = Pk + m') 
has a root 
C' = 8(^ + m') + o(l) = e2z + 82m + Qm'+ o(\). (m-~°°) 
Also , 
F(s' + m) = Ffe') = F(s) = F(z). 
i.e. for given z the equat ion 
(3) F(w) = F(z) 
has solutions 
(4) w = q2z+ Q(Qm + m'+ g~lm) + o(\) (\m\ > M 0 , m' arbitrary).1 
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Now gm + g 1 m + m' = 12 cos ^ - j m + rri. 
If 2 cos — is irrational Aen 
n 
2jl 
2 c o s — m + m' can be made arbitrarily close 
to any real number q for some arbitrarily large integer m and corresponding suitable 
m . This means 
F(Q2Z + QO = F(z) (-i=»<c«») 
and so F must be a constant, and the same is true o f / . 
If a = cos is rational, then the primitive n th root of unity g satisfies 
n 
g2 — 2otg +1=0. 
But the primitive nih roots of unity obey an irreducible equation of degree 
<p(/0> &(£?) = 0; g(Q) must divide g2 — 2ag+\, so that cp(n) = 1 or <p(«) = 2. 
We have 
Pin V P ) 
If <p(«)S 2, the only possible prime factors of n are 2 and 3 and it is now immediate 
that « = 3, 4 or 6. 
2it 
If 2 cos is rational, we can find arbitrarily large m and corresponding m' 
so that 
271 , 
2 c o s — m + m = 0. 
n 
Choosing m and m' in this way and letting m— °° we find from (3) and (4) 
F(g2z) = F{z). 
In the same way, making 
2 cos — m+m' = 1, F(g2z + g) = F(z) = F(g2z). 
n 
Therefore F has period g and F is a meromorphic function with the periods 1 and 
g, i.e., an elliptic function. Also, by (1) and (2) 
F(gz + gm+o(\)) = F(gz + o{ 1)) = F(z). 
In the limit m — °° 
F(gz) = F(z). 
This shows that F is a function of z" only and the Theorem is proved. 
This result proves a conjecture in [1] and resolves problems raised in [2] and [3]. 
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